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Can segregation distortion influence gametic disequilibrium?
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Summary

There are a number of reports of gametic disequilibrium between alleles causing segregation
distortion (e.g. / alleles in M. musculus and SD alleles in D. melanogaster) and linked loci. These
observations have resulted in the conclusion by some researchers that segregation distortion may
cause gametic disequilibrium. In this manuscript I have shown that (1) segregation distortion
cannot generate gametic disequilibrium de novo and (2) because segregation distortion results in an
excess of heterozygotes, the rate of decay of disequilibrium is faster than if segregation distortion
were absent. Other factors, such as mutation or selection, appear to generate the observed
disequilibrium, and extremely low recombination appears important in retarding its decay.

1. Introduction

Segregation distortion occurs when heterozygous
individuals produce unequal proportions of their
constituent gametes. The most widely known examples
of segregation distortion are alleles at the / locus in
Mus musculus and the SD (segregation distorter) locus
in Drosophila melanogaster. In both cases, the allele(s)
favoured by segregation distortion has a selective
disadvantage in another component of fitness and the
segregation distortion effect occurs only in males.
There is some suggestion that humans may have a
locus near the HLA region that causes segregation
distortion, a putative / homologue (e.g. Awdeh et al.
1983; see also Goodfellow & Andrews, 1983) although
a detailed analysis by Klitz et al. (1987) found no
evidence for segregation distortion in the HLA region.
In addition, there are a number of reports (see below)
that alleles at loci linked to the / and SD loci are in
gametic disequilibrium (statistically associated) with
alleles at segregation distortion loci, or that alleles at
loci linked to segregation distortion loci are non-
randomly associated.

Gametic disequilibrium (often called linkage dis-
equilibrium, see Hedrick, Jain & Holden, 1978) can
be generated by epistatic selection, genetic drift,
migration, mutation and genetic hitch-hiking, while
the rate of decay of gametic disequilibrium is
influenced by linkage, inbreeding and the reproductive
system (see Hedrick, 1983, for a review). Obviously, a
number of these factors may be important in
influencing gametic disequilibrium between loci in or
near the segregation distortion region. For example,
the statistical association of alleles at the SD locus

and the closely linked Rsp iresponder) locus in
D. melanogaster appears to be caused by epistatic
selection (Hartl, 1977) and loci with a similar
functional relationship appear to be present in the t
region. Furthermore, crossing-over is greatly reduced
between the t locus and the linked HI loci in t locus
heterozygotes, because t alleles are associated with at
least one inversion (e.g. Silver, 1985). Thus gametic
disequilibrium generated by one of the factors above
in the t region, such as mutation, would decay very
slowly due to low recombination between / chromo-
somes (or haplotypes) and non-f chromosomes.

It has recently been implied that segregation
distortion may also be an important factor generating
or maintaining gametic disequilibrium (e.g. Alper
et al. 1985). As a result, it seems important to examine
the effects of segregation distortion on gametic
disequilibrium. Specifically, how are the observations
of gametic disequilibrium related to the phenomenon
of segregation distortion? Can segregation distortion
generate gametic disequilibrium or can it influence the
rate of decay of gametic disequilibrium? In attempting
to answer these questions, the following discussion will
focus on the t allele or possible homologues in other
species.

2. Single-locus theory

Assume that the / locus in mice or a homologous locus
in another species has two alleles, the wildtype + and
the variant /, and that the genotypes + +, + / and tt
have the fitnesses 1, 1 and 1 — 5, respectively. Assume
that segregation distortion occurs only in hetero-
zygous males resulting in a proportion m (where m >
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Table 1. The expected male allelic frequencies in gametes given
segregation distortion of the amount m in males

Genotype

+ +
+ /
/ t

Frequency

Pu
pu

Segregation
parameter

9 6

\ m

Male
Allelic frequency

+ t

Pn -
(\-m)Pl2 mPvl

' 2 2

|) of gametes, with the / allele and a proportion 1 — m
of gametes with the + allele. Let Pu, P12 and P22 be the
frequencies of genotypes + +, +t and tt, respectively,
in adults with the frequencies of alleles + and /

Pi = * l l ~ ' S ! - ' l 2

and

P i = ^ 2 2 ' 2 * 1 2 •

The frequencies of the alleles in the female gametes
where there is normal Mendelian segregation are
then

and

In the male gametes, the frequencies of the alleles are
(Table 1)

Pim=Pi-(Pt-§P12 (2a)

and

Ptm=P* + (.m-§Plt. (2b)

After random mating and selection, then

(3b)

(3c)= [pl+p2(m-\)Pl2](\-s)/w

where

w= \=s\p2
2+p2(m~\)P12].

In the following discussion I will generally assume
that s — 1-0, i.e. the / allele is a recessive lethal as it is
in the vast majority of cases (Nadeau, pers. comm.). In
this case, then, p'2 = \P'12. Assuming also that p2 =
\Pl2, and substituting into expression (3 b), the recur-
sion equation for the / allele is

_p2(2m-4mp2+l)
P* 2(l-2mpt) •

The equilibrium for the t allele is then

(Bruck, 1957) assuming £ < m < 1. For example, if
m = 09 and s = 1-0, then p2 = | .

Because the frequency of alleles is different in the
gametes of the two sexes, there is an excess of
heterozygotes over Hardy-Weinberg expectations
(e.g. Robertson, 1965; Purser, 1966). If we assume
that at equilibrium P'l2 = Pl2 = Pl2, then from
expression (3 b)

\-s(pl+p2(m-\)P,2)

which simplifies to the quadratic

(5)aP2
12-bP12 + c = 0

where

a = sp2(m-\),

b= l -^-(w-i)(^,-p2),

c = 2pJ2.

For example, if m = 09 and s = 10, so that p2 = |,
then from equation (5), Pl2 = §. The Hardy-Weinberg
expectation is 2plp2 = f, so that there is a 50 % excess
of heterozygotes over Hardy-Weinberg expectations.
We should note that viability selection against
homozygotes contributes to this excess, but to a
substantially smaller extent than the different fre-
quencies of alleles in the gametes of the two sexes due
to the sex-specific segregation distortion.

The excess of heterozygotes over Hardy-Weinberg
expectations accumulates over generations after a /
allele is introduced to a population. To illustrate this
let a new mutant begin with a frequency of 0-01 and
approach equilibrium. In general, the / allele is very
close to its equilibrium frequency after 20-25 genera-
tions, given this initial frequency. Fig. 1 gives the ratio
of the observed heterozygote frequency to Hardy-
Weinberg proportions over time for s = 10, and four
different values of segregation distortion. For all m
values, the ratio continues to increase until it begins to
approach the equilibrium around generation 25,
approximately the same timespan it takes the / allele
to reach its equilibrium.

2m (4)
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Generation
20 25

Fig. 1. The change in the ratio of observed heterozygotes
to Hardy-Weinberg expectations over time when a t allele
begins with a frequency of 001 for four levels of
segregation distortion. The closed circles on the right
indicate the equilibrium ratio.

3. Two-locus theory

Assume that a locus linked to the t locus or its
homologue, either an 772, HLA or other homologous
or linked locus, has two alleles, Ax and A2 and that the
rate of recombination between the t locus and the
histocompatibility locus is c. There are then four
possible gametic types, +AX, + A2,tAx and tA2, which
combine to form ten different genotypes. These
genotypes are given along with their frequencies in
adults in Table 2. Therefore, the frequency of the
gametic type + AX is

and so forth. The frequencies of alleles Ax and A2

are

qx = xl+x3

and

and those of alleles + and t are

and

First, let us assume that segregation distortion and
recombination occur in the formation of gametes (the
gametic output is given for the males in Table 2, for
the females there is again normal Mendelian segre-
gation). If we let Dh = Gl4-G23, the frequencies of
gametes from females are then

= x —-cD
1 T-lJh-t

(6)

xit = x4-\cDh,

arid those from males are

(7)

Assuming random union of gametes, the frequencies
of genotypes in the progeny after selection are

G']3 =

G23 =
G'u =

G'33 =

G'34 =
G<< =

where

xlfxlm/w,

xX
2]

fx2™/w*2/XlJ/W'
(xvx3m + x3fxlmyw,

(x2fx3m + x3fx2m)/w,
(x2fxim + x4/x2m)/w,
X3/X3mV-s)/W,
(X3fXim + XifX3m) (1 — S)
X4fxim^-S)/W,

/w,

(8)

w= \-sp2fp2m,

where as before p2S and p2m are the frequencies of the
t allele in female and male gametes, respectively. The

Table 2. The expected gametic frequencies given by segregation distortion in males and recombination
of the amount c between the t and A loci

Segregation
parameter

Genotype Frequency $ + A,

Gametic frequency

+ At tAt tA2

+ AJ + A.G,,
Gl2
C22

+ Al/tAl Gl3

+ AJtA2 Glt

+ A2/lAl C23

+ AJtA2 C24

tAJtA, G33

tAJtA2 G34

'A2/tA2 C44

m
m
m

(\-m)Gl
c(l-m)C14 cmG14 (\-c)mGl4
( l - c ) ( l - m ) C 2 3 (\-c)mG23 cmG23

(\-m)G,, — mG,,

\G3i
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frequencies of the new gametes in the adults are
then

for / = 1, 2, 3, 4. The new frequency of the t allele
is

and the new frequency of the A2 allele is

The extent of gametic disequilibrium between alleles
at two loci can be measured as

D = (11)

However, this measure of gametic disequilibrium is a
function of the allelic frequencies, making more useful
in many cases the normalized measure of Lewontin
(1964)

i\ = / - 02)

This measure is generally indicated by D' but here we
will reserve primes to denote the next generation.
If D < 0, Dm!LX is the lesser of p1q1 and p2q2 and if
D > 0, £>max is the lesser of pxq2 and p2qx.

As we showed before, one effect of segregation
distortion is to increase the proportion of single-locus
heterozygotes over Hardy-Weinberg expectations.
Likewise, when considering two loci, the frequency of
the four genotypes heterozygous at the t locus is
increased over that expected without segregation
distortion, so that after one generation of this
process

G13 =

G —
23 ~

Therefore,

(13)

(14)

In other words, Dh is simply twice the ratio of the
observed to expected heterozygotes at the / locus
times D. If Pl2 == 2p1 p2, then the expressions in (6) are
xlf = xx — cD, etc., as expected when there are Hardy—
Weinberg proportions.

Now let us assume that initially D = 0, which
implies Dh = 0 and, from expression (14), that Dh =
0 initially as well. As a result, there is no change in the
frequency of gametes or alleles in females due to
segregation distortion, i.e. from (6) xif = xt, p(f = pt,
In = ?.- There is also no change in the frequency of
alleles at the A locus from adults to male gametes
because, from (7)

Using the expressions for the t heterozygotes given in
expression (13) and substituting them in (7), the
frequencies of male gametes when Dn = 0 are

(15)
x3m =x3[\
xim=xt[l+2q1{m-§].J

Therefore, assuming x, = \ (xlm + xif) after segregation
distortion, then

xi =

(16)

(17)

and

D' = {xx x4 — x2 x3) [ 1 — qx q2 (m — f)2].

Because D = xt x4 — x2 x3 and D was set equal to zero
here, then D' = 0. In other words, segregation
distortion cannot be the de novo cause of gametic
disequilibrium.

The dynamics in the change of disequilibrium given
D 4= 0 are more complicated. Perhaps the simplest case
is when a new mutant for a t allele arises in a
population. When such a new mutant occurs, then
there is initially maximum gametic disequilibrium as
measured by the gametic disequilibrium measure £>L.
For example, assume the frequencies of the gametes
+ AX and +A2 before mutation are ql and q2,
respectively. After mutation of a + allele on a +A2

gamete to a t allele, the gametic frequencies become
qu q2-p2, 0 and p2 for gametes +AU +A2, tAY and
tA2, respectively, and

/>2tfl

(e.g. Hedrick, 1983). (Assuming a single mutation,
p2 = \N, where N is the population size.)

As an example, let s = 10, m = 0-95, and the initial
frequency of the gamete tA2 be 001. Fig. 2 a shows the
decline of DL over 50 generations to a value of about
0-46 (solid line) (for simplicity, any finite population
size effects are ignored). In Fig. 2 b the measure D is
plotted for the same parameter combination. Because
it is frequency-dependent, it increases from an initial
value of zero to a maximum near generation 20,
approximately the time when the /-allele has reached
its equilibrium and stopped changing frequency, and
then declines monotonically. Also given in Fig. 2a is
the decline of DL when there is no segregation
distortion and selection (broken line). Note that it
declines more slowly then when segregation distortion
and selection are present.

Rather than look at the cumulative difference given
the presence or absence of segregation distortion and
selection, it is more instructive to compare the per-
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Fig. 2. The decay of D' and D in (a) and (b), respectively,
when there is segregation distortion (m = 095), selection
(s = 1-0) and c = 0-01 given the introduction of a new /
allele mutant with a frequency of 0-01 (solid lines). D' is
also given when there is no segregation distortion or
selection (broken line).
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Fig. 3. The relative rate of decay of disequilibrium per
generation given an initial maximum disequilibrium (/)')
when there are four levels of segregation distortion and
s = 1-0. With no segregation distortion, d = 1.

generation difference. To measure the per-generation
difference, let us define the term

c = l -
D'L
~D~L

(18)

where D, and Z)'L are the amounts of normalized
disequilibrium in two successive generations with
segregation distortion when there is no selection,

D'L = (l-c)DL

so that

c' = c.

Now let us define the rate of decay with segregation
distortion relative to that with no selection as

d = C-=X-^l±. (19)

If, with segregation distortion, disequilibrium
decays as with no segregation distortion, then d = \.
However, if disequilibrium decays faster or slower,
then d> 1 or d< 1, respectively.

As an example, let s = 10, the initial frequency of
the tA2 gamete by 0-01, and c = 001. Fig. 3 gives the
value of d over the first 50 generations for four
different m values. First, notice that the rate of decay
is faster in all cases then if no segregation distortion
was present, i.e. d> 1. Second, the rate of decay is
fastest when there is the most segregation distortion.
The primary reason for this appears to be that as m
increases, the excess of heterozygotes over Hardy-
Weinberg expectations increases. If we calculate the
ratio of observed to expected double heterozygotes
using expression (13), it is equal to that for the / locus
or

G,.+Gn P.,
2(x1xi + x2x3) 2p1p2

Because the only genotypes that can produce new
gametes are the double heterozygotes, having more
double heterozygotes results in a faster rate of decay
of gametic disequilibrium.

4. Discussion

What effect does segregation distortion have on
gametic disequilibrium? First, segregation distortion
cannot de novo generate gametic disequilibrium
between a segregation distortion allele and alleles at
another locus. This becomes more intuitive when we
note that if m is rescaled, the effect of segregation
distortion is equivalent to that for haploid selection
(e.g. Hedrick, 1980a). As Thomson (1977) has shown,
gametic disequilibrium cannot be generated de novo
between a selected locus and a neutral locus by change
at the selected locus.

Secondly, segregation distortion results in a faster
rate of decay of existing disequilibrium between the
segregation distortion locus and a neutral locus than
if there is no segregation distortion. The accelerated
rate of decay occurs because the difference in allelic
frequencies between male and female gametes results
in an excess of double heterozygotes, causing a faster
rate of decay than if there were Hardy-Weinberg
proportions. Complementary to this is the effect of
inbreeding on the rate of decay of disequilibrium.
Inbreeding causes a reduction in the number of
heterozygotes, and thereby results in a reduced rate of
decay of disequilibrium (e.g. Hedrick, 1983).
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Finally, how would we expect segregation distortion
to influence the disequilibrium between a pair of
linked loci? In other words, could a f-allele with
segregation distortion generate disequilibrium be-
tween a pair of histocompatibility genes? In fact,
given the proper initial gametic frequencies a /-allele
mutant could, via genetic hitch-hiking, increase the
disequilibrium between linked neutral loci (e.g. Thom-
son, 1977; Hedrick, 19806). However, unlike the
examples examined in barley and wild oats by Hedrick
& Holden (1979), in which there was high selfing to
retain any generated disequilibrium, segregation dis-
tortion should serve to hasten the decay of dis-
equilibrium.

Klein and his coworkers (e.g. Figueroa et al. 1985)
suggest that / haplotypes in mice are associated with
particular H2 alleles (for some conflicting evidence see
Gachelin, Delarbre & Morita, 1986). If there is such
association, it suggests that the recombination between
t- and non-;-haplotypes must be quite low (or some
other factors are important), particularly given that
segregation distortion appears to hasten the decay of
disequilibrium, as suggested above. In fact, the absence
of gametic disequilibrium between ?-alleles and linked
allozyme alleles observed by Nadeau (1983) may be in
part attributed to this influence. Nadeau (1986) did
find, however, a high association between a glyoxalase-
1 variant, a locus that appears to be located within the
^-complex, and /-haplotypes (see Nadeau, Phillips &
Egorov, 1985, for a discussion of other linked loci).

Overall then, unlike the contention of Alper et al.
(1985) that male transmission bias can maintain
disequilibrium, it appears that segregation distortion
will increase the rate of decay of gametic dis-
equilibrium. Other factors, such as mutation, genetic
drift or selection (e.g. Thomson & Klitz, 1987; Hedrick
& Thomson, 1988) appear to generate disequilibrium
in the MHC region. The extremely low recombination
in Mocus heterozygotes would act to retard the decay
of this disequilibrium.
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